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PREFACE

The purpose of this paper is to present the fundamental 

ideas of the gaseous electrical discharge and to experimentally verify 

those presented ideas. Chapter I deals with the theoretical des

cription of the discharge in a manner that is easy to read accompanied 

by enough detail to enable various phases of the discharge to be 

experimentally preformed. Chapter II presents this experimental 

qualitative analysis.

I sincerely wish to express thanks to Mr. William J. Lannan, 

Chairman of the Physics Department of Carroll College for the time 

and help that he so freely gave. I also wish to express my gratitude 

to the other science departments of Carroll College who graciously lent 

me much of the equipment which made this experiment possible. Thanks 

is also due to John Mugaas who is responsible for the fine illustra

tions in this work.
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CHAPTER I

If a potential is applied across two electrodes of an evacuated 

tube, the phenomenon of electrical discharge through a gas may be observed. 

There are several general types of discharge that may be witnessed. If a 

high potential is used and the pressure within the tube is atmospheric, 

the discharge will take the form of a spark discharge with "explosive like" 

sounds or a sharp crack. As the pressure is decreased the discharge begins 

to take on thread like characteristics and then gradually assumes a con

tinuous glow as the pressure is further decreased. This continuous dis

charge is known as the glow discharge. Another type of discharge which 

is usually affliated with high current densities is called the arc dis

charge. The discharge here appears as a continuous arc from one electrode 

to the other. Under still other situations the discharge takes the form 

of streamers which appear on either electrode and extend out some distance 

and disappear, as shown in Figure 1. There is also one other type of 

discharge which occurs before any visible radiation and is known as the 

dark discharge. This phenonmenon is termed a discharge since current is 

passing through the tube at this stage. This paper will deal primarily 

with the glow discharge since this was the discharge that was experi

mentally observed.

Before entering into the mechanism and appearances of the glow 

discharge it is well to note that the various discharges mentioned above

_

J. D. Stranathan, The Particles of Modem Physics (Hew York: 
Blakiston Co., 1952), p. 65



Fig. II The Glow Discharge

Fig. III. Luminousitv of 
Glow Discharge

Fig. IV Receding Positive Column
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are not entirely dependent upon the potential applied across the tube 

and the pressure in the tube. Other variables such "the nature and the 

pressure of the gas, the size and the shape of the vessel containing the 

gas, the nature and the shape and separation of the electrodes and the 

current density of the gas."2 We may also note that discrimination be

tween these discharges is not sharp nor well defined and it is very 

difficult at times to acknowledge their lines of demarcation.

Let us now consider the appearance of the glow discharge. 

Proceeding from the cathode to the anode during the glow we see the 

cathode glow, the Crook’s dark space, the negative glow, the Faraday 

dark space, the positive column and the anode glow. (See Figure II)

We shall consider each of these separately in further detail.

The cathode glow is seemingly of little importance since 

very little has been written about it and relatively little information 

has been obtained concerning it. The glow is caused by a release of 

energy as the positive ions strike the cathode. This release of 

energy is in terms of protons and thus light is emitted. It is prob

able from experimental results that the cathode glow eminates from 

what is happening to the positive ions at the cathode as they are 

neutralized.

The striking of the cathode by the positive ions gives rise 

to another phenomenon occuring at the cathode which is termed sput

tering. This causes a blackening of the tube around the cathode. As

2Ibid.
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the atomic ions crash into the cathode they tear off atoms or groups 

of atoms from the cathode. These collect on the walls of the tube. 

Sputtering is most likely to occur when the tube has reached an ab

normal state of discharge. "In some cases abnormally heavy sputtering 

is due to chemical interactions of the gas with the surface"-^ of the 

cathode. This phenonmenon is dependent upon the material of the cathode 

and of the weight of the bombarding ions. Very little is understood 

concerning the mechanism of the sputtering.

Perhaps it would be well to define what is meant by a normal 

discharge as compared to the abnormal discharge. It has been experi

mentally shown that discharge from the cathode is confined to a smal1 

area of the cathode. When current density increases the area of dis

charge on the cathode increases proportionally. Thus, "the current

density at the cathode remains fixed as long as the entire cathode is 
h,

not covered by the glow." Now, as long as the discharge does not 

cover the entire cathode the discharge is termed normal. In other 

words, during a normal discharge the current density at the cathode 

is constant. Consequently, current densities above which the entire 

cathode is covered by discharge is known as abnormal discharge. Thus, 

the current density at the cathode may increase without any change in 

the surface discharge on the cathode during abnormal discharge.

•^Leonard B. Loeb, Fundamental Processes of Electrical Discharge 
in Gases, (New York: Wiley & Sons Inc., 19^77, p. 600

^Stranathan, loc. cit., p. 71
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Proceeding in our discussion, we encounter after the cathode 

glow the Crook’s dark space which is the most important mechanism of 

the glow discharge and also the most distinctive feature. The poten

tial drop across the dark space is a constant as long as the discharge 

is normal. The cathode potential fall is caused by positive space 

discharge which lies just beyond the cathode seam of the negative glow. 

The value of this potential drop is 229 volts when using an aluminum 

cathode. Here electrons interreact to annihilate this space charge,

"so that the field is nearly zero.”-’ The distance of the Crook's dark 

space is significant in that it is presumed to represent the number 

of free electron paths required to permit secondary electrons to 

ionize more electrons to help maintain the discharge. These ideas 

will be more fully dwelt upon later. The length of the dark space 

is difficult to measure however, since it is often difficult to deter

mine when the cathode glow ends and the dark space begins.

It is in this dark space that the electrons gain their energy 

as they fall through this potential drop to permit than to ionize or 

excite other atoms or molecules encountered in the gas. "The values 

of the potentials in the space run from 50 to 4-00 volts across dis-
Z ‘p

tances of .1 to 1cm. at pressures from 1mm. to 1mm." he Crook's 

dark space is a region of positive space charge because of the posi

tive ions created between the cathode and the negative glow. Thus, 

the electrons are accelerated through the dark space.

^Loeb, loc. cit., p. 574-

6Loeb, loc. cit., p. 568
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Next, is the negative glow. Again, as with the cathode glow, 

it is doubtful that the glow is caused by the emission of secondary 

electrons. "It is thus safer to assume that the negative glow is due 

largely to what happens to positive ions at the cathode rather than 

what excitation is produced by the few secondary electrons liberated."? 

many of the electrons which are exciting or ionizing in the negative 

glow have energies in the tens of volts, obtained from their fall through 

the Crook dark space. Thus, it is not at all falicy to expect that the 

spectrum of the negative glow contains many space lines and that this 

spectrum represents higher states of excitation and ionization of the 

atoms and molecules present. This is especially true at the cathode 

boundary hence the bluish cast of light which differentiates the 

negative glow from the positive column. We should note here that an 

electron entering the negative glow with an energy corresponding to 

that of the cathode potential fall will give up most of its energy 

in traversing the length of the luminous section.

It is also expected that much recombination would occur in

the negative space charge in the negative glow where energies are low.

Thus, a continuous recombination spectra should also occur. However,

"in no case does the recombination spectrum predominate over the line 
o

emission." We must therefore conclude that if recombination is to 

take place then it must take place on the vails of the tube.

?Loeb, loc. cit., p. 570

®Loeb, loc. cit., p. 572
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Let us pursue this idea of recombination on the walls. The 

electrons diffuse to the walls making the walls negative with respect 

to the glow. In the negative glow this causes a potential of from 1-4 

volts. Thus, the negatively charged particles are attracted to the 

walls. It should be noted that the electrons in the positive column 

also possess low energies ranging from 1-70 volts. Thus, we would 

expect electron diffusion here also and recombination on the walls in 

this region.

As we leave the negative glow we again enter a dark region 

which is known as the ■‘‘araday dark space. Here the electrons are again 

below ionization energy and they are re-acclerated. Since the tube is 

discharging, ionization is efficeint. Thus, near the anode end of the 

region, there are many free and relatively slow electrons. This 

causes a reduction of the field because of the strong negative space 

charge. Firther many of the electrons retain their energy as they pass 

through the negative glow. This may produce a slightly negative space 

gradient. In the Faraday dark space the electrons on the anode end 

gain energy. As the energy is regained they again can cause ionization 

and excitation of the gas molecules encountered. Because of the disparity 

in the average energies in the xaraday dark space the region is not 

easily defined and this is especially true at low pressures.

Consequently, we are now ready to discuss the positive 

column. The positive column is not essential to the discharge since in 

"a large spherical enclosure the positive column virtually disappears."^

^Loeb, loc. cit., p. 564
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This is due to the diffusion of the ions presenting a low density. In 

the column the potential fall is a constant, since in this case the gas 

acts as a "continuous conducting gaseaous element."^ Thus, no space 

charge exists indicative of the same number of positive and negative 

ions. We may then conclude that the current flowing in this section has 

the same magnitude in either direction. More simply, as many ions leave 

the area as enters the area. However, the electrons have a greater 

velocity than the positive ions and the electron current is greater.

It is interesting to note that with low current densities the energy 

distribution of the electrons is not Maxwelliam whereas at higher

densities it becomes so.

One further fact must be mentioned concerning the positive 

column, that is, that the positive column often appears straited rather 

than continous. The reason behind this is the energized electrons 

leaving the Faraday dark space may ionize a molecule resulting in 

visible radiation. The electron has been thereby slowed abruptly on 

its journey to the anode. As it proceeds it will again gain energy 

and again ionize. "This goes on, resulting in alternate light and 

dark sections, until the electron finally reaches the anode."'1’'1' We 

may then conclude that the luminous straitions are ionization regions 

whereas the dark spaced are acceleration regions resulting in alternate 

regions of negative and positive charge space.

~°Loeb, loc. cit., p. 585

11''1'Stranathan, loc. cit.. p. 98
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It would, now seem that all of the light from the discharge 

derives from recombination of ions or at least the greater portion of 

it. Evidence does not support this however. "It has been found that 

excited atoms actually exist in greater numbers in the liminous 

sections; practically none exist in the intervening dark spaces.

The measured potential drop across the dark spaces is not that of 

ionization capability but of excitation capability. More simply, the 

potential drop across the dark spaces is not sufficient to raise an 

electron to an energy which is sufficient to ionize a gas molecule 

which it encounters, but only enough to excite it. "Compton, Turner, 

and McCurdy found the measured potential drop between mecury striations 

to be approximately 4 volts, whereas the ionization potential of the 

gas is between 10 and 11 volts.(Figure III shows luminousity 

distribution.)

We are now left with the final phase of the glow discharge, 

the anode glow. This glow is possibly caused by the existence of a 

rise in potential near the anode due to the fact that positive ions 

are being pushed away and also by the presence of an electron space 

charge. These electrons have high energy and their diffusion reduces 

their drift velocity. Otherwise, these electrons might fall into the 

anode at once. The line of demarcation between the positive column 

and the anode glow is nebulous.

^Stranathan, loc. cit., p. 100 
13̂Stranathan, loc. cit.,
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Thus far we have described an electrical discharge without 

giving reason as to why it started nor as to how it is sustained. The 

start of the discharge is due to stray ions. These ions are a result 

of secondary cosmic rays which strike the particles in the tube about 

50 times a minute. After the discharge has begun, it will supply its 

own ions to maintain the discharge. An electron leaves the cathode 

and obtains enough energy to ionize after progressing "perhaps l/20 

of the way across the cathode dark space.A molecule has about 

50-100 mean free paths through the dark space, but the mean free path 

of an electron is much longer, thus it is skeptical as to the number 

of ionizations which occur. "50 positive ions should arrive at the 

cathode for every 1 electron leaving this surface.nl5 Perhaps we 

should note that a primary electron is one which has been freed from 

the cathode and that secondary electrons are those which are pro

duced in any other way during the discharge such as liberation by 

ionization or by the photoelectric effect. There are many theories 

as to the process of ionization and of the quantitative energy 

dissipation. Other observations conclude that 3 positive ions are 

formed by the emission of one primary electron. At any rate this 

is the most important source of electrons to sustain the discharge.

^Stranathan, loc. cit., p. 89 

^Stranathan, loc. cit., p. 91
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However, it is not the only means as we have already seen. "Ioni

zation by collision in the cathode dark space is not extensive.

Later theories indicate a one to one correspondence which would seem 

more correct since the current carried through the dark space is due 

to electrons almost entirely. The failure of positive ions in this 

vicinity is not surprising considering the weak field in which they 

are produced. Most of them would probably recombine before they were 

removed by the field.

■’’ Stranathan, loc. cit., p. 95



CHAPTER II

We shall now present our experimental analysis of the observed 

phenomenon described in the previous chapter. It may be well to note 

that this analysis is one more qualitative in nature than quantitive.

It is indeed appropriate that we should note a few facts 

concerning the operation of the experiment. Figure V, describes the 

equipment used throughout the experiment. When setting up the experiment 

it is necessary to place a resister in series with the supply and the 

tube since the tube will draw more current when initially discharging 

than the power supply can handle. A 15,000 ohm, 20 with resister is 

feasible for a constant potential of about 1600 v while a 2 megaohm 

potentiometer dial is feasible for a variation in potential. One 

must be very careful, however, in adjusting the resistance of the dial 

so that the supply will not again be overloaded. This problem can be 

eliminated however by using a p induction coil, but the current is then 

not one of steady direct current. The current flow in the tube varied 

from 60 ma to h ma thus appropriate ammeter can be placed in series to 

record the various current flows throughout the experiment.

Let us now consider the experiment itself. We have applied 

a potential across the tube and then turn on the vacuum pump and observe 

the sequences of phenomenon. At first, lines of discharge came out from 

both electrodes and then disapperead. (Fig. I) The tube then immediately 

went into a glow discharge. At about 1mm of pressure the characteristics

Page 11



SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

Fin. V

A Vacuum Tube, CENCO, #71675

15,000 ohm, 20 watt, resistor

C 2500v Dower Surroly

D McLeod ,racura Gaupe: 0-750 microns

Inlet Vacuum Valve

Outlet Vacuum Valve

H Vacuum Svstem Trap

Vacuum Pump, lelch, -'-i1405'H
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of the glow discharge were very distinct. Proceeding from anode to 

cathode we have the cathode glow, Crook’s Dark Space, negative glow, 

Faraday Dark Space, the positive column and the anode glow. As the 

pressure decreased further, the positive column began to recede to the 

anode. However, the column was in straits and the lower the pressure 

became the larger the distance between straits. The divisions of the 

positive column were gradually swallowed by the anode until only a 

small ball of glow stayed on the anode. At this point the negative 

glow filled the tube. The pressure here is about 25 microns. A 

greenish glow was also visible at this point, which was due to the 

flourescence of the sides of the tube.

We mentioned in chapture one that there were many types of 

discharge, yet we have only seen one in the above experiment. This 

is actually not true. If an ammeter is placed in the electrical 

circuit, a deflection is obtained before any visible radiation can 

be seen. This occurs at 10 microns with a current flow of 60 ma and 

is obviously the dark discharge. Also we beleive that the thread

like ionizations described above was the brush discharge. This however, 

we could not ascertain since the phenomenon took place very rapidly. 

Obviously, the pressure at this time was a very specific one and we 

could not sustain it.

Other than this we shall now deal primarily with the glow 

discharge since this was the most consistantly observable phenomenon.

We should make one qualification here. It was stated in the previous 

chapter that the different types of discharge depended very much on 

the size and shape of the container, the size and shape of the electrodes
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and the distance between them. Since the same tube was used throughout 

the experiment, these factors were held a constant. Thus, it is feasible 

that we never had the right conditions to produce other discharges. For 

example, the arc discharge needs a very high current density. Our density 

was relatively low most of the experiment except when the abnormal discharge 

set in, and then our pressure was very low, about 50 microns.

Let us now revert to the stage of the experiment where the glow 

discharge and all of its characteristics could be seen. At pressures 

lower than 1m. the Crook's dark space is not visible, but at about 1m. 

this becomes the most distinctive feature of t e discharge. The cathode 

glow is a strong lavender color while the positive column is reddish in 

nature. (Fig. Il) The Faraday dark space can be seen but it is very 

difficult to tell where it begins and where it leaves off. Thus, this 

dark space and the positive column blend into each other. We should also 

note that after the other phenonmenon of the discharge sets in the positive 

column has the characteristic of filling the rest of the tube regardless 

of the length of the tube. When a 5000 v source was used across the 

tube the positive column appeared to be continous whereas the DC supply 

produced a straited column. However, it is impossible to say that a 

continous column was present since what appears to be a continous positive 

can often actually be a straited column by veiwing the column with a 

rotating mirror. J. D. Stranathon states that at low enough pressures 

the Crook dark space fills the entire tube. We never got to this point, 

since all we saw was the negative glow filling the tube. The phenomenon 

of the extended work space occurs at about 1 micron.
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There are some things observed in this experiment which we 

could not find described in any of the available books. First of all, 

as the pressure decreased the violet glow of the cathode gradually began 

to fill the space behind the cathode until the space was filled completely. 

(Fig. IV) The filling of this space occurred just before the disappearance 

of the positive column. Now, when the positive column did disappear the 

glow behind the cathode disappeared completely. Further, there was a 

sudden decrease in the current through the tube. This current rested at 

about k ma. We do not believe these to be positive rays since these 

exist behind the cathode only if holes have been placed in the cathode 

to allow them to pass through without hitting the cathode. This 

phenomenon witnessed is unknown to us.

This now leaves us with only one more observation. In Chapter 

One the phenonmenon of sputtering was described. This was seen in the 

present experiment. As previously stated the sputtering occurs most 

probably during abnormal discharge. Abnormal discharge set in after 

the positive column had disappeared and at a pressure of about 35 microns. 

The abnormal discharge remained at any lower pressure. Sharp flashes of 

light could be seen as the positive ions smashed into the cathode.

Obviously the particle was stopped abruptly thus giving off most of its 

energy and this energy was in the form of luminousity. The walls of the 

tube around the cathode turned gray due to the depositing of the aluminum

cathode on the walls of the tube
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